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About This Game

Rise of Nations

Rise of Nations is a real-time strategy game that spans all history.
Start with a single city in the Ancient Age; gather resources; build an infrastructure; research technologies; construct Wonders
of the World such as the Pyramids and the Eiffel Tower; and expand your military might across the world, conquering hostile

nations with bombers, battleships, and tanks—all over your lunch hour!

In Rise of Nations there are:

18 Nations—each with special abilities and unique military units.

Over a hundred military units operating on the ground, sea, and air— from Hoplites to Frigates to Helicopters.

Over two dozen buildings with upgrades and technologies that will take your nation from a small City to an Information
Age society.

14 Wonders of the World—the Terra Cotta Army, the Taj Mahal, the Eiffel Tower. Each gives your nation special
bonuses.

More than a dozen map types, ranging from the Amazon Rainforest to the Himalayas to the Nile Delta.
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Conquer the World campaign—a linked series of dozens of scenarios.

The Extended Edition includes:

Rise of Nations

Rise of Nations: Thrones and Patriots

New in the Extended Edition:

Improved Visuals

  Improved water

Improved textures

Full-screen anti-aliasing
Full Steamworks Integration

  Multiplayer with ranked matches (ELO)

Achievements

Trading Cards

Cloud saves
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Title: Rise of Nations: Extended Edition
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
SkyBox Labs, Big Huge Games
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 12 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8.1+

Processor: 1.6

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 10+ Capable GPU

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: GPU at least (Integrated HD 3000, 8600GT, etc)

English,French,Italian,German
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HOLY BACONOLLI THIS GAME IS INSANE!. EDIT 1\/26\/2016: Unfortunately this issue has not been addressed in the new
beta, worse than that they acually removed color palette options from the Wedding Dress and Demon Outfits. Very
disappointing. http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/lAfSQEd.jpg

Over priced for what you get. http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/Z5z5YCF.jpg
I can accept the higher price on the Wedding Dress since it has a lot of detail and 10 color palettes 
http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/uFNNRma.jpg or the Demon Outfit since it at the very least has double the colors of the chocolate outfit,
but the Chocolate Outfit itself is rather "vanilla" in terms of what you get, with only 5 color swaps... Excellent game! A+
hopefully there will be part 2 coming out as well!. One of the best horror VR games done right...perfect way to navigate around
with out jumping around.
Well made experience, and looking forward to the full game!. Wow, this game was unexpectedly awesome! A really smart
variation of some classic puzzles turned it into a brand new one. I admit, though, that the game can be quite hard to understand
at first. I was playing quite randomly. But as always, practice leads to perfection. If you're into those kind of games, this is a
must have. If not, this can be an entertaining and relaxing time killer.. Overall - 2/5 - NOT A BARGAIN
Unfortunately the gameplay of Tiamat X just doesn't match its bells and whistles. Though it is relatively cheap, it's also
relatively mediocre, and the keyboard ghosting issue can worsen the deal further. Given that shmups are a popular genre on
Steam I'd recommend players dish out a little more and get something a bit more innovative - check out Pixel Star on Steam.

Read the full review of this title and more at Budget Gaming Review!
http://budgetgaming.blogspot.ca/2015/06/tiamat-x.html. This game is very glitchy.
Some levels it won't even tell you the right things to reject and you have to guess.
It's only 9 very short levels of reject \/ approve articles....
Not very fun.
Also the Steam title says MagaziMe? the game says MagaziNe.. This is a very simple game, but highly replayable and highly
addicting. The AI is fairly smart and there's definitely a strategy to it where it's not a simple expand and destroy game. There's
lots of ebb and flows during a game, and its fun to have to withdraw and then advance. I wish there was a way to view a
recording of your game--as there's so many ebbs and flows, and it can last for hours. I also wish there was a stats view to look at
how many army + economy all the players has.

Overall highly recommend this game for anyone who like risk style strategy games.. DOSH! Spend it while you can! Twelve
cents per model with the 75% sale. Yes, I have a Steam purchasing addiction.. -All-in-all, this game can be summed up as half-
baked.
-Let's start of with the positives. There is demand for language games and the general concept and atmosphere works fairly well
for that demand. when the atmosphere works right and the music (If you can find it) plays, the game does lighten up and
become less boring and\/or tedious.
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-Sadly, there's many more negatives than positives.
 First things first,
  -This is not a $20 game. This is at most a $10 dollar game. I understand that hiring various voice-actors for various languages
isnt cheap but there's nothing in the game that could really solidify a $20 price as is.
  -This game isn't finished and is advertised as finished
  -The camera and movement are terrible. The camera is stiff and is stuck in an uncomfortable bird's-eye-view that is only able
to be moved horizontally. If the camera was in a 3rd-person view the game would open up more and the aesthetic could really
shine with the designs and the music.
  -The movement is just as bad and dated as the camera, as the character controls like a tank( as previous reviews have stated).
Directing the character by mouse in some way might make the control of the character be easier and more smooth.
  -The content of the language learning so far seems to be far and few between with few words padded out only with long walks
between characters. In this state, the game is just too inefficient to learn a language
  -The pathinding for AI is pretty bad( especially with the person you follow, who will walk through the river and into houses)
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so, i know this games from one of my online friends which is a friend of him work at this game developer, and i'm interested. I
admit that i barely play indonesian games, but i do believe we can create a really good games, a simple one is enough. And this
is one of them which is i considered as "Very good". It relaxing and calming, story telling using a pictures so everyone can
understand the story without any languange barrier.

keep up the good work guys, i will always support local Indonesian games.. Short experience.

In a World where "What remains of Edith Finch" exists N.E.R.O. only is a mediocre walking sim with some puzzles thrown in.
The slow walk is a little anoying and because it lacks an auto-run feature you have to keep the run button pressed all the time.. I
do enjoy Worms games, but this one is too weak. I didn't like it at all. There are just a few weapons to choose from and it is not
as funny as the other ones are.. It is a long and interesting VR experience, certainly worth your time. It was kinda buggy at some
times with hands glitching inside eachother (could also have been a problem on my side) But its free, so a few bugs arent a big
trouble. A modern version of Capitalism and if you liked that game you will like this one. The graphics are fine for the type of
game. This is only for those that like somewhat realistic business sims, but if you do this is a well made one. There are lots of
things to make and sell. This will keep me coming back for years like Cap did.. This game became super addicting. I found this
out due to my firned owning it on his xbox one, and I played it until 3 in the morning. I beat all 10 levels in a couple hours, and
it was super fun to do. I recommend this game to all, but make sure to grab a couple friends and take turns, it gets really
intense!. A bit dissapointing that you can't play extra mode right away.

But still, a remake of one of my favorite games? That I can have in my Steam library? Yes please!

P.S. There is no separate no-save-run ending for extra mode. Viola simply closes the last diary without even reading it.. This
game really works fine on HTC VIVE except you should launch it from the PC.
Launch from Steam VR Home doesn't work. Go to steamapps\/common\/vr girlfriend and run Vr girlfriend.exe directly.

There is an alternative that described below maybe useful.
1. You can add a shortcut of Vr girlfriend.exe to your Desktop on PC.
2. After that, put on HMD and open Desktop screen via Steam VR Home.
3. Use the controller point to shortcut icon and trigger twice to Start the game.. The map should shrink after all boxes are
destroyed...
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